PLEASE NOTE – OUR HANDLES ARE MADE FROM RIGID PLASTIC DLP RESIN AND CAN BE
CHIPPED BY THE PICK STEM IF NOT PROPERLY ATTACHED!

Thank you for purchasing our pick handle from Bare Bones Lock Picking! So, you get the most out of the
handle, we have prepared a few points.
• Designed to hold Multipick™ Elite G-Pro™ and provide a uniformed appearance with other products
• Uses compression around Elite G-Pro™ handle O-ring grip for secure and non-permanent attachment
• Use a zip tie or O-ring to temporary test and check the DLP handle use before gluing more permanent
• Glued DLP handle - pry apart (damaged to DLP handle) to return Elite G-Pro™ handle un-damaged
• Overall dimensions (approx.) Width = 17.5mm, Depth 14.5mm, Height = 113.5mm
1. BEFORE GLUING, Check both halves of the DLP handle fit correctly to each other. Dry fit them by
aligning the raised section on one half of the DLP handle with the recess grove along the other half of
the DLP handle. They should fit together with a clicking sound and have a small gap between them.
2. Dry fit the Elite G-Pro™ handle to ensure it fits. Note the small compression required to compress the
O-ring grip into the DLP handle and the loose fit for the lower half of the Elite G-Pro™ handle.

3. Align the Elite G-Pro™ handle grub screw with the hole in the upper half of the DLP handle.
4. Optionally apply super glue (permanent) or silicone mastic (non-permanent) to the lower ‘loose fit’ half
of the Elite G-Pro™ handle.
5. Align and compress both halves of the DLP handle together. This will compress the Elite G-Pro™
handle O-ring grip within the DLP handle. Hold in place with clamp, zip tie or similar.
6. ‘Tack weld’ 4-6 small drops of Super glue to the OUTSIDE edge of the DLP handle. Any excess super
glue should run into the handle recess grove and NOT come into contact with the Elite G-Pro™ handle.
7. Leave the assembled handle and pick aside for the required drying time as per the adhesive instructions.
Typically, super glue cures in approx. 1 hour

